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HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
Revised - May, 2001 
Prairie View A&M University is a member of the Texas A&M University System. 
Other parts of the System are Texas A&M University at College Station with a 
Galveston campus as part of the College of Geoscience and Maritime Studies, Texas 
A&M University - Corpus Christi, Texas A&M International University, Texas A&M 
University - Kingsville, West Texas A&M University, Tarleton State University, Texas 
A&M University - Commerce, Texas A&M University - Texarkana, Baylor College of 
Dentistry, the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, the Texas Agricultural Extension 
Service, the Texas Engineering Experiment Station, the Texas Engineering Extension 
Service, the Texas Animal Damage Control Service, the Texas Forest Service, the Texas 
Transportation Institute, and the Texas Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Laboratory. 
Prairie View A&M University, the second oldest public institution of higher 
education in Texas, originated in the Texas Constitution of 1876. Having already 
established the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas (later to be named Texas 
A&M University) in 1871, legislators pledged in the Texas Constitution of 1876 that 
"separate schools shall be provided for the white and colored children, and impartial 
provisions shall be made for both." On August 14, 1876, the Texas Legislature 
established the "Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas for Colored Youths" and 
placed responsibility for its management with the Board of Directors of the Agricultural 
and Mechanical College at Bryan. The A&M College of Texas for Colored Youths 
opened at Prairie View, Texas on March 11,1878. 
The University's original curriculum was designated by the Texas Legislature in 
1879 to be that of a "Normal School" for the "preparation and training of colored 
teachers." This curriculum was expanded to include the arts and sciences, home 
economics, agriculture, mechanical arts, and nursing after the University was 
established as a branch of the Agricultural Experiment Station (Hatch Act, 1887) and as 
a Land Grant College (Morrill Act, 1890). Thus began the tradition of agricultural 
research and community service which still continues today. 
In 1919, the four-year senior college program was begun and, in 1937, a division 
of graduate studies was added, offering master's degrees in agricultural economics, 
rural education, agricultural education, school administration and supervision, and 
rural sociology. 
In 1945, the name of the institution was changed from Prairie View Normal and 
Industrial College to Prairie View University, and the school was authorized to offer, 
"as need arises," all courses offered at the University of Texas. In 1947, the Texas 
Legislature changed the name to Prairie View A&M College of Texas and provided that 
i 
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"courses be offered in agriculture, the mechanics arts, engineering, and the natural 
sciences connected therewith, together with any other courses authorized at Prairie 
View at the time of passage of this act, all of which shall be equivalent to those offered 
at the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas at Bryan." On August 27,1973, the 
name of the institution was changed to Prairie View A&M University, and its status as 
an independent unit of the Texas A&M University System was confirmed. 
In 1981, the Texas Legislature acknowledged the University's rich tradition of 
service and identified various statewide needs which the University should address 
including the assistance of students of diverse ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds 
to realize their full potential, and assistance of small and medium-sized communities 
and businesses in their growth and development. 
In 1983, the Texas Legislature proposed a constitutional amendment to 
restructure the Permanent University Fund to include Prairie View A&M University as 
a beneficiary of its proceeds. The Permanent University Fund is a perpetual 
endowment fund originally established in the Constitution of 1876 for the sole benefit of 
Texas A&M University and the University of Texas. The 1983 amendment also 
dedicated the University to enhancement as an "institution of the first class" under the 
governing board of the Texas A&M University System. The constitutional amendment 
was approved by the voters on November 6,1984. 
In January 1985, the Board of Regents of the Texas A&M University System 
responded to the 1984 Constitutional Amendment by stating its intention that Prairie 
View A&M University become "an institution nationally recognized in its areas of 
education and research." The Board also resolved that the University receive its share 
of the Available University Fund, as previously agreed to by Texas A&M University 
and the University of Texas. 
The University's enrollment now (Fall, 2000) exceeds 6,600 including over 1,300 
graduate students. Students come from throughout the United States as well as many 
foreign countries. Over 5,200 academic degrees have been awarded in the last five 
years, including over 1,800 graduate degrees. 
ii 
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MISSION STATEMENT 
Revised - April 23, 1999 
Prairie View A&M University is dedicated to excellence in teaching, research, 
and service. It is committed to achieving relevance in each component of its mission by 
addressing issues and proposing solutions through programs and services designed to 
respond to the needs and aspirations of individuals, families, organizations, agencies, 
schools, and communities - both rural and urban. Prairie View A&M University is a 
state-assisted institution; a land grant institution by federal statute; and a "statewide 
special purpose" institution by legislative designation, serving a diverse ethnic and 
socioeconomic population prominent among whom are the unserved and underserved. 
Having been designated by the Texas Constitution as one of three "institutions of the 
first class" (1984), the University is committed to attaining and sustaining intellectual 
rigor while not abandoning its historical mission of providing equal opportunity access 
to persons who would likely be excluded from higher education were it not for Prairie 
View A&M University. The University is committed to preparing undergraduates in a 
range of careers including but not limited to engineering, computer science, natural 
sciences, architecture, business, technology, criminal justice, the humanities, education, 
agricultural sciences, nursing, mathematics, and the social sciences. It is committed to 
advanced education through the master's degree in education, engineering, natural 
sciences, nursing, selected social sciences, agriculture, business, and human sciences. It 
is committed to expanding its advanced education programs to the doctoral level. 
Though the University's service area has generally extended throughout Texas 
and the world, the University's target service area for offering undergraduate and 
graduate programs of study includes the Texas Gulf Coast Region, the rapidly growing 
residential and commercial area known as the Northwest Houston Corridor as noted in 
the original Texas Plan, and urban Texas centers likely to benefit from Prairie View 
A&M University's specialized programs and initiatives in nursing, juvenile justice, 
architecture, education, and social work. The University's public service programs 
offered primarily through the Cooperative Extension Program target the state of Texas, 
especially the rural and urban counties. The University's research foci include 
extending knowledge in all disciplines offered and incorporating research-based 
experiences in both undergraduate and graduate students' academic development, 
particularly for students in agriculture, life sciences, the social sciences, engineering, 
computer sciences, and nursing. 
iii 
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PURPOSE STATEMENT 
The State of Texas, through amendment of the State Education Code (Section 87.104), 
provides the following university purpose: 
Section 87.104. PURPOSE OF THE UNIVERSITY. In addition to its designation as a 
statewide general-purpose institution of higher education and its designation as a 
land-grant institution, Prairie View A&M University is designated as a statewide 
special purpose institution of higher education for instruction, research, and public 
service programs dedicated to: 
(1) enabling students of diverse economic, ethnic, and cultural 
backgrounds to realize their full potential; 
(2) assisting small and medium-sized communities to achieve their optimal 
growth and development; and 
(3) assisting small and medium-sized agricultural, business, and industrial 
enterprises to manage their growth and development effectively. 
iv 
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THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
Board of Regents 
Erie Nye, Dallas (Chairman) term expires 2003 
Dionel E. Aviles, Houston (Vice Chairman) term expires 2003 
Phillip D. Adams, Houston term expires 2007 
Anne L. Armstrong, Armstrong term expires 2003 
Wendy Lee Gramm, College Station term expires 2007 
L. Lowry Mays, San Antonio term expires 2007 
Lionel Sosa, San Antonio term expires 2005 
R.H. (Steve) Stevens, Jr., Houston term expires 2005 
Susan Rudd Wynn, Fort Worth term expires 2005 
System Administrative and General Offices 
Chancellor Howard D. Graves 
Deputy Chancellor Jerry Gaston 
Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs Leo Sayavedra 
Vice Chancellor for Agriculture Edward A. Hiler 
Vice Chancellor for Business Services Tom D. Kale 
Vice Chancellor for Engineering C. Roland Haden 
Vice Chancellor for Facilities Planning and Construction Wesley E. Peel 
Vice Chancellor for Governmental Relations Stanton C. Calvert 
Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs James S. Cole 
Vice Chancellor for Planning and System Integration Walter V. Wendler 
General Counsel Delmar L. Cain 
Chief of Staff Tami Davis Sayko 
For additional information on the Texas A&M University System, refer to: http://sago.tamu.edu 
As of May 1, 2001 v 
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THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
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PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
Executive Officers 
Charles A. Hines President 
E. Joahanne Thomas-Smith Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs 
Willie A. Tempton Vice President, Finance and Administration 
Vacant Vice President, Student and Enrollment Services 
Larry L. Raab Vice President, University Operations 
Willie F. Trotty Vice President, Research and Development 
Academic Administration 
Elizabeth L. Noel Dean, College of Agriculture and Human Sciences 
Gerard Rambally Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Munir Quddus Dean, College of Business 
M. Paul Mehta Dean, College of Education 
Milton R. Bryant Dean, College of Engineering 
Betty Nash Adams Dean, College of Nursing 
Ikhlas Sabouni Dean, School of Architecture 
Elaine H. Rodney Dean, School of Juvenile Justice and Psychology 
William H. Parker Dean, Graduate School 
James E. Mackin Dean, University College 
Vacant Director, University Scholars Program 
As of August 1, 2001 vii 
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Administrative Staff 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Frank D. Jackson Special Assistant for Governmental Affairs 
Howard E. O'Brien Special Assistant for Federal and International Affairs 
James E. Mackin Special Assistant for Educational and Academic Development 
Lettie Raab Project Director, University College 
Christa M. Molloy Associate Project Director, University College 
Carol B. Campbell University Protocol Officer 
Juanita Turner Administrative Assistant 
Tim Albert Coordinator, Special Projects 
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
Robby S. DeWitt Associate Vice President, Fiscal and Administrative Services 
Albert R. Gee Director, Human Resources 
John H. Rafferty Director, Telecommunications and Distribution Services 
Rod Mireles Comptroller 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Henri L. Bailey, III Associate Provost and Associate Vice President 
Frank A. Bruno Director, John B. Coleman Library 
Gerald H. Gaither Director, Institutional Effectiveness, Research, and Analysis 
STUDENT AND ENROLLMENT SERVICES 
Doris F. Price Associate Vice President 
Deborah J. Dungey Registrar 
A. D. Aldridge, Jr Director, Community Life 
Advergus D. James Executive Director, Student Financial Services 
As of August 1, 2001 viii 
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Murphy Crawford Director, Recruitment and Special Programs 
Brian K. Dickens Director, Student Activities and Leadership 
Johnson E. Pennywell Director, Career and Outreach Services 
Mary E. Gooch Director, Undergraduate Admissions 
Sanderson A. Woods Director, Judicial Services 
Charles H. Lewter Dean, AH Faiths Chapel 
UNIVERSITY OPERATIONS 
Shahryar A. Ardalan Associate Vice President, University Operations 
Director, Information Technology Services 
Kollye W. Kilpatrick Director, Physical Plant 
Rayford V. Stephens Chief of Police, Public Safety 
Walter W. Redd Athletic Director (Interim) 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
Carolyne Bradley-Oliver Director, Institutional Development and University Relations 
Marcia C. Shelton Assistant Director, Sponsored Projects 
Ann Craddock Manager, Office of Sponsored Programs 
Richard T. Wilkins Director, Center for Applied Radiation Research 
Kelvin K. Kirby Deputy Director, Center for Applied Radiation Research 
Thomas N. Fogarty Senior Technical Director, Center for Applied Radiation Research 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
Robert T. Effinger Director, Research Foundation 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
Linda Williams-Willis Administrator, Cooperative Extension Program 
For additional information on Prairie View A&M University, refer to: http://www.pvamu.edu 
As of August 1, 2001 ix 
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Highlights from the Following Data 
Enrollment Data 
Blacks constitute 93% of the undergraduate enrollment, but only 74% of the graduate 
enrollment, (pp. 6-7) 
Enrollment has slowly been increasing, in general. Of the 6,609 students in Fall 2000,92% are 
classified as in-state students, (p. 10) 
The major feeder high schools for Prairie View A&M University are located in the Houston, 
Dallas-Ft Worth, and Waller-Hempstead areas respectively, (p. 16) 
Semester Credit Hours 
The ratio of undergraduate semester credit hours to graduate semester credit hours (9:1) has 
remained constant over the past six fall semesters, (p. 17) 
Courses taught at the Prairie View A&M Nursing Center are now considered "off-campus", 
causing a considerable increase in off-campus semester credit hours, (p. 18) 
The creation of the University College caused a drop in the total semester credit hours 
generated by the College of Education due to the moving of certain courses, (pp. 20-22) 
Degree Programs and Degrees Awarded 
The first-ever doctoral program at Prairie View A&M is now offered by the School of 
Juvenile Justice and Psychology - a Ph.D. in Juvenile Justice, (p. 29) 
Males constitute 41% of undergraduate degrees received, but only 28% of graduate degrees 
received, (p. 30) 
Graduate degrees have increased from 33% of the total number of degrees received in 1995-
1996 to 40% of the total in 1999-2000. (p. 30) 
Faculty Data 
The percentage of tenured faculty is on a slow decline, while the percentage of faculty on 
tenure track has increased, (p. 45) 
Blacks constitute 66% of the Prairie View faculty followed by whites at 18% and 
asians/ pacific islanders at 11 %. (p. 47) 
72% of the tenured faculty members are male and 28% are female, (p. 49) 
In general, faculty salaries at Prairie View A&M University are not competitive with other 
campuses in the Texas A&M University System, (p. 54) 
xi 
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Fiscal Data 
The University's 1999-2000 revenues and transfers reached $97,372,533, with more than one-
third ($37,903,502) coming from state appropriations, (p. 55) 
Total endowment funds have more than doubled in four years, (p. 59) 
Employee Data 
Professional non-faculty employees account for 40% of all non-faculty positions at Prairie 
View A&M and secretarial/clerical employees make up 19% of the total, (p. 61) 
45% of all non-faculty employees are male and 55% are female, (p. 62) 
81% of all non-faculty employees are black, 11% are white, and 4% are hispanic. (pp. 62-63) 
Financial Aid Data 
As of Fall 2000,85% of Prairie View A&M students were receiving some form of financial 
aid, compared to 70% in Fall 1995. (p. 66) 
Grants constitute 59% of all financial aid, followed by scholarships at 26%. (p. 67) 
Prairie View students received $21,000,624 in financial aid in 2000-20001, but financial aid 
borrower indebtedness totaled $18,010,525 million dollars, with the average debt per 
borrower being $9,356. (pp. 67-68) 
Student Housing Data 
From Fall 1995 through Fall 2000, approximately half of all Prairie View A&M students have 
lived on campus, (p. 69) 
The University College, added in Fall 2000, accounts for 37% of on-campus residency, (p. 71) 
University housing had a 98.37% occupancy rate in Fall 2000. (p. 72) 
Library 
Library holdings of all types totaled 976,400 in 1999-2000. (p. 73) 
The gate count in 1999-2000 was 201,913 (duplicative) with 15,920 reference transactions 
being handled by the library staff, (p. 75) 
Facilities 
Prairie View A&M's classroom utilization rate in Fall of 2000 was 37.1 hours per week. This 
is a 43% increase over Fall 1999 (25.9 hours per week). Qass laboratory usage went from 8.8 
to 18.3 hours per week, a 108% increase over that same period, (p. 77) 
Projected Campus Master Plan expenditures for Fiscal Year 2001 - Fiscal Year 2005 total 
$231,249,207 with $202,028,567 budgeted for new construction, (p. 79) 
xii 
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Total Student Enrollment by Classification 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Freshmen 1,939 32 1,950 32 1,827 30 2,087 35 1,824 29 2,145 32 
Sophomores 896 15 837 14 935 16 797 13 1,076 17 1,058 16 
Juniors 863 14 883 14 767 13 771 13 881 14 853 13 
Seniors 1206 20 1,264 21 1,249 21 1,083 18 1,173 19 1,229 19 
Post Baccalaureate 25 * 96 2 225 4 282 5 193 3 97 1 
Masters 1,070 18 1,137 18 1,001 17 975 16 1,126 18 1,227 19 
TOTALS 5,999 6,167 6,004 5,995 6,273 6,609 
* Denotes less tluin one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
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Total Student Enrollment by Gender 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Male 2,730 46 2,745 45 2,529 42 2,497 42 2,615 42 2,725 41 
Female 3,269 54 3,422 55 3,475 58 3,498 58 3,658 58 3,884 59 
TOTALS 5,999 6,167 6,004 5,995 6,273 6,609 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
2 
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Undergraduate Student Enrollment by Gender 
Fall 1995 - Fall 2000 
Table/Chart Enr-3 
1 GENDER FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Male 2,329 47 2,350 47 2,213 44 2,213 44 2,313 45 2,383 44 
Female 2,600 53 2,680 53 2,790 56 2,807 56 2,834 55 2,999 56 
TOTALS 4,929 5,030 5,003 5,020 5,147 5,382 








• Male • Female 
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Graduate Student Enrollment by Gender 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Male 401 37 395 35 316 32 284 29 302 27 342 28 
Female 669 63 742 65 685 68 691 71 824 73 885 72 
TOTALS 1,070 1,137 1,001 975 1,126 1,227 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
H Male • Female 
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Total Student Enrollment By Ethnicity 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) %) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) %) (N) (%) 
Black/Non-Hispanic 5,157 86 5,275 86 5,166 86 5,232 87 5,509 88 5,893 89 
White/ N on-Hispanic 493 8 496 8 506 8 460 8 450 7 406 6 
Hispanic 102 2 114 2 95 2 105 2 110 2 127 2 
Asian or Pacific Islander 88 1 83 1 68 1 53 1 57 1 38 1 
Am. Indian or Alaskan Native 0 * 3 * 5 * 3 * 3 * 3 * 
International 159 3 196 3 164 3 142 2 142 2 132 2 
Not Reported 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 2 * 10 * 
TOTALS 5,999 6,167 6,004 5,995 6,273 6,609 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
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Undergraduate Student Enrollment By Ethnicity 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) %) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) %) (N) (%) 
Black/ Non-Hispanic 4,426 90 4,497 89 4,469 89 4,527 90 4,708 91 4,990 93 
White/ Non-Hispanic 235 5 233 5 305 6 281 6 211 4 173 3 
Hispanic 76 2 79 2 65 1 74 1 79 2 83 2 
Asian or Pacific Islander 50 1 59 1 46 1 43 1 44 1 34 1 
Am. Indian or Alaskan Native 0 * 2 * 3 * 2 * 2 * 1 * 
International 142 3 160 3 115 2 93 2 102 2 96 2 
Not Reported 0 * 0 # 0 * 0 * 1 * 5 * 
TOTALS 4,929 5,030 5,003 5,020 5,147 5,382 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
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Graduate Student Enrollment By Ethnicity 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) %) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Black/Non-Hispanic 731 68 778 68 697 70 705 72 801 71 903 74 
White/ N on-Hispanic 258 24 263 23 201. 20 179 18 239 21 233 19 
Hispanic 26 2 35 3 30 3 31 3 31 3 44 4 
Asian or Pacific Islander 38 4 24 2 22 2 10 1 13 1 4 * 
Am. Indian or Alaskan Native 0 * 1 * 2 * 1 * 1 * 2 * 
International 17 2 36 3 49 5 49 5 40 4 36 3 
Not Reported 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 1 * 5 * 
TOTALS 1,070 1,137 1,001 975 1,126 1,227 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 

















1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
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Total Student Enrollment by Age Distribution 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Under 18 125 2 144 2 127 2 121 2 128 2 171 3 
18-21 3,074 51 3,070 50 3,030 50 3,182 53 3,364 54 3,668 56 
22-24 1,129 19 1,126 18 1,008 17 917 15 995 16 1,050 16 
25-30 646 11 771 13 790 13 737 12 719 11 715 11 
31 and Over 1,025 17 1,055 17 1,049 17 1,038 17 1,067 17 1,005 15 
TOTALS 5,999 6,167 6,004 5,995 6,273 6,609 










• Under 18 H18-21 • 22 - 24 0 25 - 30 031 and Over 
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Average Student Age by Level 
Fall 1995-Fall 2000 
Table/Chart Enr-9 
LEVEL FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Undergraduate 22 22 22 21 22 21 
Graduate 35 35 35 34 35 33 
Average Age - All Students 24 24 24 23 24 24 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
40r1 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
• Undergraduate • Graduate • All Students 
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PVAMU Fact Book 1995 - 2000 
Total Student Enrollment by Geographical Source 

































5,999 6,167 6,004 5,995 6,273 6,609 
Note: Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
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First-Time Entering Students by Source 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) %) (N) %) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) %) (N) %) 
First-Time Entering College 1,040 79 1,072 80 1,110 79 1,151 81 908 75 1,237 82 
Texas Proprietary Schools 1 * 1 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 
Texas Jr. College 130 10 140 10 152 11 151 11 158 13 170 11 
Texas Sr. College 59 5 55 4 51 4 62 4 53 4 45 3 
Out-of-State Institutions 79 6 78 6 87 6 65 5 92 8 56 4 
TOTALS 1,309 1,346 1,400 1,429 1,211 1,508 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 








• First-Time Entering College 
• Texas Proprietary Schools 
03 Texas Jr. College 
• Texas Sr. College 
• Out-of-State Institutions 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
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Total Student Enrollment by Semester Credit Hour Loads 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Less than 3 12 * 9 * 5 * 106 2 11 * 6 * 
3 - 5  266 4 277 4 333 6 347 6 319 5 336 5 
6 - 8  647 11 743 12 701 12 734 12 777 12 774 12 
9-11 556 9 597 10 607 10 442 7 504 8 500 8 
12-14 2,478 41 2,050 33 1,741 29 1,772 30 1,708 27 1,744 26 
15-17 1,571 26 2,046 33 2,146 36 2,044 34 2,418 39 2,708 41 
18 and Over 469 8 445 7 471 8 550 9 536 9 541 8 
TOTALS 5,999 6,167 6,004 5,995 6,273 6,609 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Note: A student credit hour is defined as: A unit of measure tluit represents one student engaged in an activity for which one hour of 
credit toward a degree or other certificate is granted upon completion. Total student credit hours for a course are calculated 
by multiplying the course's credit hour value by the number of students enrolled in the course. 







Less than 3 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18andOver 
• 1995 01996 01997 01998 01999 B2000 
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Full-Time Student Equivalents by Level 


























5,130 5,293 5,159 5,157 5,455 5,776 
Note: Undergraduate FTE formula = total undergraduate student credit hours divided by 35. 
Graduate FTE formula = total graduate student credit hours divided by 32. 
Source: Texas Fligher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
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Total Student Enrollment by Tuition Status 
Fall 1995 - Fall 2000 
Table/Chart Enr-14 
TUITION STATUS FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Resident Tuition 5,136 86 5,272 85 5,159 86 4,909 82 5,728 91 6,010 91 
Non-Resident Tuition 796 13 516 8 527 9 792 13 545 9 307 5 
Tuition Exemptions 67 1 379 6 318 5 294 5 0 * 292 4 
TOTALS 5,999 6,167 6,004 5,995 6,273 6,609 
*Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 









B Resident Tuition • Non-Resident Tuition B Tuition Exemptions 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
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Full-Time and Part-Time Student Enrollment by Level 





1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 














































Note: A full-time undergraduate student is one who takes 12 or more credit hours per semester. 
A full-time graduate student is one who takes 9 or more credit hours per semester. 








1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
IB Full-T ime • Part-T ime 
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Prairie View A&M University - Top Ten Feeder High Schools 





NAME OF HIGH SCHOOL CITY STATE 
ZIP 
CODE 






443340 BOOKER T. WASHINGTON HOUSTON TEXAS 77018 37 276 13.41% 
446712 WILLOWRIDGE SUGAR LAND TEXAS 77487 35 460 7.61% 
443398 JAMES MADISON HOUSTON TEXAS 77045 30 333 9.01% 
447335 WALLER WALLER TEXAS 77484 29 216 13.43% 
440502 OZEN BEAUMONT TEXAS 77521 27 317 8.52% 
441812 SKYLINE DALLAS TEXAS 75227 26 824 3.16% 
443408 NORTH SHORE HOUSTON TEXAS 77015 24 604 3.97% 
443367 EVAN E. WORTHING HOUSTON TEXAS 77051 24 340 7.06% 
443359 EISENHOWER HOUSTON TEXAS 77088 22 545 4.04% 
446782 ELKINS MISSOURI CITY TEXAS 77459 22 640 3.44% 













446712 WILLOWRIDGE SUGAR LAND TEXAS 77487 34 445 7.64% 
443377 FOREST BROOK HOUSTON TEXAS 77016 28 335 8.36% 
443367 WORTHING HOUSTON TEXAS 77051 28 360 7.78% 
447335 WALLER WALLER TEXAS 77484 26 205 12.68% 
443398 JAMES MADISON HOUSTON TEXAS 77045 26 372 6.99% 
441729 DAVID W. CARTER DALLAS TEXAS 75232 25 371 6.74% 
443375 JACK YATES HOUSTON TEXAS 77004 23 304 7.57% 
441812 SKYLINE DALLAS TEXAS 75227 23 824 2.79% 
442548 O. D. WYATT FT WORTH TEXAS 76119 22 381 5.77% 
443215 HEMPSTEAD HEMPSTEAD TEXAS 77445 18 71 25.35% 













443377 FOREST BROOK HOUSTON TEXAS 77016 52 340 15.29% 
443359 EISENHOWER HOUSTON TEXAS 77088 46 603 7.63% 
446712 WILLOWRIDGE SUGAR LAND TEXAS 77487 43 546 7.88% 
443375 JACK YATES HOUSTON TEXAS 77004 29 278 10.43% 
443367 WORTHING HOUSTON TEXAS 77051 28 393 7.12% 
442548 O. D. WYATT FT WORTH TEXAS 76119 28 326 8.59% 
447335 WALLER WALLER TEXAS 77484 27 245 11.02% 
443398 JAMES MADISON HOUSTON TEXAS 77045 24 305 7.87% 
443400 SMILEY HOUSTON TEXAS 77078 23 390 5.90% 
446782 ELKINS MISSOURI CITY TEXAS 77459 22 546 4.03% 
TOTAL % of PVAMU FRESHMEN 322 2,087 15.43% 
Source: PVAMU Information Technology (FOCUS Report) 
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Total Semester Credit Hours Generated by Level 


























75,155 77,420 75,437 75,398 79,765 84,588 
Note: 1999 undergraduate figure differs from last year's Fact Book (71,392) taken from 6/5/2000 run of MIS Database. 
Corrected figure is shown above. 










1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
C Undergraduate • Graduate 
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Total Semester Credit Hours Generated On and Off Campus 


























75,155 77,420 75,437 75,398 79,765 84,588 
* Denotes less titan one percent 
Note: Fluctuation in off-campus SCH totals is due to changes in the designation of off-campus locations, such as the 
loss of the Compaq Center in 1999 and the clmnge of designation to "off-campus" for the Nursing Center in 2000. 
Source: Texas Higlter Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
^JT tap 







PVAMU Fact Book 1995-2000 
Total Semester Credit Hours Generated by Rank of Faculty 
Fall 1995 - Fall 2000 
Table/Chart Sch-3 
RANK FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Professor 10,132 13 11,160 14 11,600 15 10,339 14 11,690 15 11,679 14 
Associate Professor 17,420 23 17,423 23 17,388 23 16,866 22 16,248 20 15,526 18 
Assistant Professor 13,950 19 13,540 17 11,808 16 11,497 15 13,167 17 15,316 18 
Instructor 29,864 40 767 1 1,084 1 915 1 1,163 1 1,415 2 
Teaching Assistant 135 * 185 * 354 * 186 * 97 * 71 * 
Other 3,654 5 34,345 44 33,203 44 35,595 47 37,400 47 40,581 48 
TOTALS 75,155 77,420 75,437 75,398 79,765 84,588 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Note: In 1996, the Coordinating Board changed the definitions of the top four ranks to include only tenured or tenure-track faculty. 
The category " Other" was modified in 1996 to include faculty without tenure and not on tenure track including but not limited to adjunct, 
special, visiting, emeritus, and lecturer at PVAMU. "Other" also includes faculty with tenure or on tenure track from another institution. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
T eachingAssistant 
.08% 
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Undergraduate Semester Credit Hours (by Colleges/Departments) 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
AGRICULTURE and HUMAN SCIENCES 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology1 — — — — 2,275 2,619 
HDAgriculture 942 909 603 795 — — 
Human Sciences 1,209 1,168 1,046 1,128 — — 
HDSocial Work and Sociology 2,727 3,180 3,666 3,420 — — 
Subtotals 4,878 5,257 5,315 5,343 2,275 2,619 
ARCHITECTURE2 
Art and Achitecture3 — — — 2,288 2,919 3321 
Subtotals — ... ... 2,288 2,919 3,321 
ARTS and SCIENCES 
Army Science (Army ROTQ 246 258 205 201 211 264 
Biology 3,558 3,566 3,539 3,715 3,482 4,518 
Chemistiy 2,942 3,269 3,140 2,649 2,641 2,718 
Languages and Communications4 — — — — 10,467 10,606 
Mathematics 7,862 7,770 7,601 7,423 6,976 4,809 
Music and Drama 1,980 2,013 2,227 2,648 3,227 4,168 
Naval Science (Navy ROTQ 135 180 144 141 141 141 
Physics 1,962 2,081 1,775 2,084 2,283 2,279 
Social Work, Behavioral and Political Science5 — — — — 11,811 10,170 
HDCommunications 2,167 2,103 2,404 2,709 — — 
HDEnglish and Foreign Languages 7,953 8,072 7,630 7304 — — 
HDSocial and Political Science 8,179 8325 8,214 7,216 — — 
Subtotals 36,984 37,637 36,879 36,590 41,239 39,673 
BUSINESS 
Accounting, Finance, and Information Systems6 - — — — 2389 3,243 
Management and Marketing7 1,558 1379 1,381 1,621 3337 4,434 
HDAccounting and Information Systems 1,482 1,506 1,659 1351 — — 
HDEconomics and Finance 1,224 1,320 1,329 1359 — — 
Subtotals 4,264 4,405 4,369 4,531 5,926 7,677 
EDUCATION 
Curriculum and Instruction8 2,844 2,847 2,703 2,690 2,682 1377 
Health and Human Performance 3,214 3,252 3366 3,432 3,449 3,618 
School Services 1,600 1,776 2,086 1317 54 30 
Subtotals 7,658 7,875 8,155 7,439 6,185 5,025 
ENGINEERING9 
Chemical Engineering 1,173 1,249 955 834 584 619 
Civil Engineering 662 624 499 527 473 398 
Computer Science 1,638 1,652 1,637 1,858 2,151 2,156 
Electrical Engineering 2,160 2,021 1,600 1,401 1,298 1,343 
Engineering Technology 1,095 974 1,024 1,449 2,592 3,202 
Mechanical Engineering 1,495 1,413 991 1,058 996 753 
HDA dvertising A rt 577 732 763 — — — 
HDArchitecture 1,265 1304 1,357 — — — 
HDIndustrial Education 219 156 177 264 — 
mIndustrial Technology 639 634 593 717 — — 
Subtotals 10,923 10,759 9,596 8,108 8,094 8,471 
JUVENILE JUSTICE and PSYCHOLOGY10 
Juvenile Justice and Psychology - — — — 1368 3,508 
Subtotals — — — ... 1,368 3,508 
NURSING 
Nursing 3,261 3,564 3,295 3,251 3,478 3,262 
Subtotals 3,261 3,564 3,295 3,251 3,478 3,262 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE12 
Developmental Studies13 — — — — — 2353 
Subtotals ... — --- — — 2,853 
UNIVERSITY TOTALS 67,968 69,497 67,609 67350 71,484 76,409 
See notes/references at the end of this section. 
PVAMU Fact Book 1995-2000 
Graduate Semester Credit Hours (by Colleges/Departments) 
Fall 1995 - Fall 2000 
Table Sch-5 
COLLEGtyDEPARTMENT FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
AGRICULTURE and HUMAN SCIENCES 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology1 — — — — 471 441 
HOAgriculture 231 276 219 189 — — 
HOHuman Sciences 75 171 309 312 — — 
HDSocial Work and Sociology 345 342 261 222 — — 
Subtotals 651 789 789 723 471 441 
ARCHITECTURE2 
Art and Achitecture3 — — — — — — 
Subtotals — ... — ... ... ... 
ARTS and SCIENCES 
Army Science (Army ROTQ — — — — — — 
Biology 59 37 16 3 3 0 
Chemistry 75 80 36 33 35 60 
Languages and Communications4 — — — — 0 0 
Mathematics 165 150 156 69 75 99 
Music and Drama 3 9 9 0 0 0 
Naval Science (Navy ROTQ — — — — — — 
Physics — — — 0 0 0 
Social Work, Behavioral and Political Science5 — — — — 141 37 
HDCommunications — — — — — — 
HDEnglish and Foreign Languages 0 0 0 0 - -
HDSocial and Political Science 3 24 36 12 — — 
Subtotals 305 300 253 117 254 196 
BUSINESS 
Accounting, Finance, and Information Systems6 - — — — 189 300 
Management and Marketing7 120 219 183 117 153 294 
HDAccounting and Information Systems 135 162 138 75 - -
HDEconomics and Finance 27 0 132 93 — — 
Subtotals 282 381 453 285 342 594 
EDUCATION 
Curriculum and Instruction8 1,536 1,791 1,689 1,683 1,536 1/275 
Health and Human Performance 42 48 66 123 114 72 
School Services 3,894 4,185 4,254 4,578 4,923 4,848 
Subtotals 5,472 6,024 6,009 6,384 6,573 6,195 
ENGINEERING9 
Chemical Engineering 18 54 36 24 39 15 
Civil Engineering 138 51 45 51 51 30 
Computer Science — — — — - — 
Electrical Engineering 84 123 87 60 36 93 
Engineering Technology — — - — - H 
Mechanical Engineering 213 129 123 180 147 93 
HDAdvertising Art - — - - - — 
HDArchitecture — ~ — — — — 
HDlndustrial Education 24 24 
HDIndustrial Technology — 72 33 — — — 
Subtotals 477 429 324 339 273 231 
JUVENILE JUSTICE and PSYCHOLOGY10 
Juvenile Justice and Psychology — — — — 300 384 
Subtotals — ... ... ... 300 384 
NURSING 
Nursing — — — — 68 138 
Subtotals ... — ... — 68 138 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE12 
Developmental Studies13 — — — — — — II 
Subtotals ... ... ... ... ... — II 
UNIVERSITY TOTALS 7,187 7,923 7,828 7,848 8,281 8,1791| 
See notes/references at the end of this section. 
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Total Semester Credit Hours (by Colleges/Departments) 
Fall 1995 - Fall 2000 
Table Sch-6 
FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
AGRICULTURE and HUMAN SCIENCES 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology1 — — — — 2,746 3,060 
HDAgriculture 1,173 1,185 822 984 — — 
mHuman Sciences 1,284 1339 1355 1,440 — — 
HDSocial Work and Sociology 3,072 3322 3,927 3,642 — — 
Subtotals 5,529 6,046 6,104 6,066 2,746 3,060 
ARCHITECTURE2 
Art and Achitecture3 — — — 2,288 2,919 3,321 
Subtotals ... ... ... 2,288 2,919 3,321 
ARTS and SCIENCES 
Army Science (Army ROTQ 246 258 205 201 211 264 
Biology 3,617 3,603 3,555 3,718 3,485 4318 
Chemistry 3,017 3349 3,176 2,682 2,676 2,778 
Languages and Communications4 - - — — 10,467 10,606 
Mathematics 8,027 7,920 7,757 7,492 7,051 4,908 
Music and Drama 1,983 2,022 2,236 2,648 3,227 4,168 
Naval Science (Navy ROTC) 135 180 144 141 141 141 
Physics 1,962 2,081 1,775 2,084 2,283 2,279 
Social Work, Behavioral and Political Science5 — — — — 11,952 10,207 
HDCommunications 2,167 2,103 2,404 2,709 — — 
HD English and Foreign Languages 7,953 8,072 7,630 7,804 — — 
HDSocial and Political Science 8,182 8349 8,250 7,228 — — 
Subtotals 37,289 37,937 37,132 36,707 41,493 39,869 fl 
BUSINESS 
Accounting, Finance, and Information Systems6 — — — — 2,778 3,543 
Management and Marketing7 1,678 1,798 1,564 1,738 3,490 4,728 
HDAccounting and Information Systems 1,617 1,668 1,797 1,626 — 
HDEconomics and Finance 1,251 1320 1,461 1,452 — 
" Subtotals 4,546 4,786 4,822 4,816 6,268 8,271 
EDUCATION 
Curriculum and Instruction8 4,380 4,638 4392 4373 4,218 2,652 
Health and Human Performance 3,256 3,300 3,432 3355 3363 3,690 
School Services 5,494 5,961 6340 5,895 4,977 4,878 
Subtotals 13,130 13,899 14,164 13,823 12,758 11,220 
ENGINEERING9 
Chemical Engineering 1,191 1303 991 858 623 634 
Civil Engineering 800 675 544 578 524 428 
Computer Science 1,638 1,652 1,637 1,858 2,151 2,156 
Electrical Engineering 2,244 2,144 1,687 1,461 1334 1,436 
Engineering Technology 1,095 974 1,024 1,449 2392 3,202 
Mechanical Engineering 1,708 1342 1,114 1,238 1,143 846 
HDAdvertising A rt 577 732 763 — — — 
HDArchitecture 1,265 1304 1357 — — — 
HDIndustrial Education 243 156 177 288 — — 
HDIndustrial Technology 639 706 626 717 — — 
Subtotals 11,400 11,188 9,920 8,447 8,367 8,702 
JUVENILE JUSTICE and PSYCHOLOGY10 
Juvenile Justice and Psychology — — — — 1,668 3,892 
Subtotals — — ... — 1,668 3,892 
NURSING 
Nursing 3,261 3364 3,295 3,251 3346 3,400 
Subtotals 3,261 3,564 3,295 3,251 3,546 3,400 | 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE12 
Developmental Studies13 — — — — — 2,853 
Subtotals ... — — — 2,853 
UNIVERSITY TOTALS 75,155 77,420 75,437 75398 79,765 84388 
See notes/references at the end of this section. 
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Notes and References 
Agriculture and Human Sciences 
1 - Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology: Combined the Department of Agriculture and the 
Department of Human Sciences to form the Department of Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human 
Ecology, Summer 1999. 
HD Agriculture: Combined with the Department of Human Sciences to form the Department of 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology, Summer 1999. 
HD Human Sciences: Combined with the Department of Agriculture to form the Department of 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology, Summer 1999. 
HD Sociology and Social Work: Department eliminated and programs moved to the Division of 
Social Work, Behavioral, and Political Science in the College of Arts and Sciences, Summer 1999. 
Architecture 
2 - Architecture: Moved the programs within the Division of Art and Architecture from the 
College of Engineering to form the School of Architecture, Fall 1998. 
3 - Art and Architecture: Moved the programs within the Division of Art and Architecture to form 
the Department of Art and Architecture within the School of Architecture, Fall 1998. 
Arts and Sciences 
4 - Languages and Communications: Combined the Department of Communications and the 
Department of English and Foreign Languages to form the Department of Languages and 
Communications, Summer 1999. 
5 - Social Work, Behavioral and Political Science: Combined the Department of Social and 
Political Science and the Department of Social Work and Sociology to form the Division of Social 
Work, Behavioral and Political Science, Summer 1999. Moved the Psychology program to the 
School of Juvenile Justice, Summer 2000. 
HD Communications: Department eliminated and programs moved to the Department of 
Languages and Communications, Summer 1999. 
HD English and Foreign Languages: Department eliminated and programs moved to the 
Department of Languages and Communications, Summer 1999. 
HD Social and Political Science: Psychology program moved from College of Education, Fall 1997. 
Department eliminated and programs moved to Division of Social Work, Behavioral and 
Political Science, Summer 1999. 
Business 
6 - Accounting, Finance, and Information Systems: Combined the Department of Accounting and 
Information Systems with the Finance program to form the Department of Accounting, Finance, 
and Information Systems, Summer 1999. 
7 - Management and Marketing: Added the Economics program, Summer 1999. 
HD Accounting and Information Systems: Department eliminated and programs of Accounting and 
Administrative Information Systems moved to the Department of Accounting, Finance, and 
Information Systems, Summer 1999. 
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HD Economics and Finance: Department eliminated and program of Economics added to the 
Department of Management and Marketing. Finance program added to the newly-formed 
Department of Accounting, Finance, and Information Systems, Summer 1999. 
Education 
8 - Curriculum and Instruction: Added the Vocational Education program to the Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction (moved from the Department of Industrial Education in the College 
of Engineering), Summer 1999. 
Engineering 
9 - Engineering: Renamed the College of Engineering, formerly the College of Engineering and 
Architecture; moved the Division of Art and Architecture (Architecture and Advertising Art 
programs) to form the School of Architecture, Fall 1998. 
HD Advertising Art: Moved the Division of Art and Architecture, combined with the Architecture 
program, to form the Department of Art and Architecture within the newly-formed School of 
Architecture, Fall 1998. 
HD Architecture: Moved the Division of Art and Architecture, combined with the Advertising Art 
program, to form the Department of Art and Architecture within the newly-formed School of 
Architecture, Fall 1998. 
HD Industrial Education: Eliminated the department, moved the Vocational Education program to 
the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the College of Education, and moved the 
Computer Aided Drafting and Design program to the Department of Engineering Technology, 
Summer 1999. 
HD Industrial Technology: Eliminated the department and moved the Industrial Technology 
program to the Department of Engineering Technology, Curriculum and Instruction in the 
College of Education, and moved the Computer Aided Drafting and Design program to the 
Department of Engineering Technology, Summer 1999. 
* General Engineering is the only master's level degree for the College of Engineering. Semester 
credit hours are generated by graduate students taking courses available in the various 
departments within the College of Engineering. 
Tuvenile Tustice and Psychology 
10 - Juvenile Justice and Psychology: School of Juvenile Justice formed, Fall 1999. Changed to 
Juvenile Justice and Psychology, Summer 2000. 
11 - Psychology: Moved the Psychology program from the College of Education to the College of 
Arts and Sciences, Summer 1999. Moved the Psychology program from the College of Arts and 
Sciences to the School of Juvenile Justice and Psychology, Spring 2000. 
University College 
12 - University College: Created, Summer 2000. 
13 - Developmental Studies: Created to oversee remedial courses in English, Mathematics, and 
Reading, Summer 2000. 
Notes: "—"  Not Applicable 
"HD" Historical Department (no longer exists) 
SCH figures may vary from last year's Fact Book for certain departments due to academic reorganization (moving programs 
within departments) or the proper coding of remedial and non funded courses. 1999 undergraduate SCH total differs from last 
year's Fact Book (71,392) taken from 6/5/2000 run of MIS database. Figures from corrected MIS database are shown. 
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Approved Degree Programs 
Academic Year 2000-2001 
Table Deg-1 DEGREE LEVEL 
Baccalaureate Masters 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN SCIENCES : :  ' ' '  • .  :  • :  
Department of Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology1 
Agriculture BSAG 
Agriculture and Human Resources *BSAG 
Agricultural Economics *BSAG MS 
Agricultural Engineering *BSAG 
Agronomy *BSAG 
Animal Science MS 
Soil Science MS 
Human Sciences MS 
Family and Community Services BSHS 
Human Development and the Family BSHS 
Human Nutrition and Food BSDIET 
Merchandising and Design *BSHS 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE2 : : 
Department of Art and Architecture 
Architecture BARCH 
Advertising Art *BA 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Department of Biology 
Biology BS MS 
Bio-Environmental Toxicology X 
Medical Technology BS 
Department of Chemistry 
Chemistry BS MS 
Continued on next page 
Note: X - Indicates area of specialization within broader degree. 
* - Indicates a degree program that is in the process of being phased out. 
[ ]- Indicates a degree is available only within the area of specialization. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - Inventory of Approved Degree Programs. See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Approved Degree Programs 
Academic Year 2000-2001 
Table Deg-1 (continued) DEGREE LEVEL 
Baccalaureate Masters 
Department of Languages and Communications4 




Communications - Journalism *X 
Communications - Radio/Television *X 
Department of Mathematics 
Mathematics BS MS 
Department of Music and Drama 
Applied Music [BM] *MA 
Applied Music - Clarinet X 
Applied Music - Euphonium X 
Applied Music - Flute X 
Applied Music - Percussion X 
Applied Music - Piano X *X 
Applied Music - Saxophone X 
Applied Music - Trombone X 
Applied Music - Trumpet X 
Applied Music - Voice X *X 
Drama BA 
Music BA 
Department of Physics 
Physics BS 
Continued on next page 
Note: X - Indicates area of specialization within broader degree. 
*- Indicates a degree program that is in the process of being phased out. 
[ ] - Indicates a degree is available only within the area of specialization. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - Inventory of Approved Degree Programs. See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Approved Degree Programs 
Academic Year 2000-2001 
Table Deg-1 (continued) DEGREE LEVEL 
Baccalaureate Masters 
Geography *BA 
History BA *MA 
Political Science BA 
Social Work BASW 
Sociology BA MA 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS „ , --.As •:; .. ..: 
General Business Administration MBA 
Department of Accounting, Finance and Administrative Information Systems6 
Accounting BBA 
Administrative Information Systems BBA 
Finance BBA 
Department of Management and Marketing 
Economics *BA *MA 
Management BBA 
Marketing BBA 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction7 
Curriculum and Instruction MSED MED MAED 
Agriculture Education X X 
Education Media and Technology X X 
Elementary Education X X 
English Education X X 
Home Economics Education X X 
Industrial Education X X 
Mathematics Education X X 
Continued on next page 
Note: X - Indicates area of specialization within broader degree. 
* - Indicates a degree program that is in the process of being phased out. 
[ ] - Indicates a degree is available only within the area of specialization. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - Inventory of Approved Degree Programs. See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Approved Degree Programs 
Academic Year 2000-2001 
Table Deg-1 (continued) DEGREE LEVEL 
Baccalaureate Masters 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction7 (continued) 






Industrial Technology Education7 
Department of Health and Human Performance 
Health and Physical Education 
H&PE - Health 
H&PE - Physical Education 
Health 
Human Performance 
Department of Educational Leadership and Counseling8 




COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 9 
Engineering 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Chemical Engineering 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Civil Engineering 

































Continued on next page 
Note: X - Indicates area of specialization within broader degree. 
* - Indicates a degree program that is in the process of being phased out. 
[ ] - Indicates a degree is available only within the area of specialization. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - Inventory of Approved Degree Programs. See notes and references at tlte end of this section. 
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Approved Degree Programs 
Academic Year 2000-2001 
Table Peg-l (continued) DEGREE LEVEL 
Baccalaureate Masters Doctoral 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
Electrical Engineering BSEE 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering BSME 
Department of Engineering Technology 
Computer Aided Drafting and Design BSIT 
Computer Engineering Technology BSCET 
Electrical Engineering Technology BSEET 
Mechanical Engineering Technology *BSMET 
SCHOOL OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND PSYCHOLOGY10 
Department of Juvenile Justice and Psychology 
Criminal Justice BSCJ 
Criminal Justice - Juvenile Justice X 
Juvenile Forensic Psychology MSJFP 
Juvenile Justice MSJJ PhD 
Psychology11 BS 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
Department of Nursing 
Nursing BSN [MSN] 
Family Nurse Practitioner X 
Note: X - Indicates area of specialization within broader degree. 
* - Indicates a degree program that is in the process of being phased out. 
I ] - Indicates a degree is available only within the area of specialization. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - Inventory of Approved Degree Programs. See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Total Degrees Awarded By Level/Gender 




1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 




















































Note: Degree periods include December of beginning year; May and August of ending year. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
M Male Undergraduates • Female Undergraduates • Male Graduates E3 Female Graduates 
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Total Degrees Awarded By Ethnicity 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table/Chart Deg-3 
LEVEL ACADEMIC YEARS 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Black/ N on-Hispanic 788 83 794 80 883 80 896 83 847 79 
White / N on-Hispanic 101 11 112 11 142 13 104 10 133 12 
Hispanic 15 2 25 3 24 2 15 1 19 2 
Asian or Pacific Islander 19 2 29 3 13 1 19 2 24 2 
Am. Indian or Alaskan Native 0 * 0 * 1 * 0 * 1 * 
International 31 3 37 4 47 4 47 4 48 4 
TOTALS 954 997 1,110 1,081 1,072 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total J 00%. 
Note: Degree periods include December of beginning year; May and August of ending year. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
College of Agriculture and Human Sciences 





AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND 
HUMAN ECOLOGY1 
Agriculture 







Family and Community Services 
Human Development and the Family 
Human Nutrition and Food 
Merchandising and Design 
AGRICULTURE 
Agriculture 







ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 





























Continued on next page. See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
College of Agriculture and Human Sciences (continued) 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table Deg-4 (continued) 
DEPARTMENT ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
AND 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
PROGRAM U G U G U G U G U G 
HDHUMAN SCIENCES 
Human Sciences — 3 — 4 — 11 — 8 . -
Family and Community Services 0 — 0 0 — 0 — 
Human Development and the Family 3 — 2 — 2 —- 0 g®|| 
Human Nutrition and Food 8 — 6 — 6 — 6 — 
Merchandising and Design 4 1 — 2 — 1 --
""SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL WORK HI 
Sociology 5 27 7 21 33 il 6 11 
Social Work 16 1 — 25 — 6 21 49 
TOTALS 67 35 71 33 69 41 85 24 37 22 
See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
School of Architecture 2 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table Deg-5 
DEPARTMENT ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
AND 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
PROGRAM U G U G U G U G U G 
ART AND ARCHITECTURE3 
Architecture 18 8 — 
Advertising Art 4 — 3 — 
TOTALS 22 — 11 — 
See notes and references at tlie end of this section. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
College of Arts and Sciences 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table Deg-6 
DEPARTMENT ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
AND 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
PROGRAM U G U G U G U G U G 
BIOLOGY taMr 
Biology 49 2 43 l 63 1 44 0 45 0 
Biology - Environmental Toxicology — 0 — 0 — 0 — 1 — 0 
Medical Technology 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 -— 
CHEMISTRY 
Chemistry 6 3 3 2 8 1 3 2 3 0 
LANGUAGES AND COMMUNICATIONS4 
Communications Sm 5 — 
Communications - Journalism 2 — 
Communications - Radio/Television 7 —-
English 12 0 
Spanish 1 — 
Speech 0 
MATHEMATICS 
Mathematics 12 2 10 3 6 3 10 2 7 1 
MUSIC and DRAMA • 
Drama 4 — 3 — 2 — 1 -- 3 — 
Music 3 1 1 5 2 — 
Applied Music • 
Applied Music - Clarinet 0 — 0 — 0 0 — 0 — 
Applied Music - Euphonium 0 0 — 0 1 — 1 -— 
Applied Music - Flute 0 0 — 0 1 — 0 — 
Applied Music - Percussion 0 0 — 0 0 — 0 — 
Applied Music - Piano 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Applied Music - Saxophone 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 
-
Applied Music - Trombone 0 — 0 — 0 0 0 — 
Applied Music - Trumpet 0 — 0 0 — 0 0 — 
Applied Music - Voice 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Continued on next page. See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
College of Arts and Sciences (continued) 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table Deg-6 (continued) 
DEPARTMENT ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
AND 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
PROGRAM U G U G U G U G u ! G 
PHYSICS 
Physics 1 0 — 1 0 — 2 ... 
SOCIAL WORK, BEHAVIORAL 
AND POLITICAL SCIENCE5 
Geography 1 ... 
History 2 0 
Political Science 15 — 
Psychology9 33 ... 
Sociology 8 16 
Social Work 43 — 
HCOMMUNICATIONS 
Communications 6 — 9 — 9 — 14 — 
Communications - Journalism 3 1 __ 3 — 2 — 
Communications - Radio/Television 10 — 10 -- 8 — 14 ... 
Speech 1 — 0 — 0 — 0 ... 
MENGLISH AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
English 11 0 10 0 6 0 13 0 
Spanish 0 — 3 — 0 — 3 — 
HDSOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Geography 0 — 1 7 _ 6 — 
History 5 0 4 0 3 0 5 0 
Criminal Justice 21 — 19 17 — 24 — 
Political Science 15 1 13 13 10 
TOTALS 147 7 132 7 147 7 157 5 192 17 
See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
College of Business 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table Deg-7 
DEPARTMENT ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
AND 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
PROGRAM U G U G U G U G U G 
GENERAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
General Business Administration — 7 — 6 — 11 — 21 — 9 
ACCOUNTING, FINANCE, AND 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS6 
Accounting 21 — 
Finance 14 — 
Administrative Information Systems 21 — 
MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING7 
Economics 0 0 
Management 15 — ; 10 — ' 8 — 19 -- 20 — 
Marketing 20 ^ — 15 ~ 22 — 24 — 14 — 
HDACCOUNTING AND INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 
Accounting 40 — 23 25 _ 17 — 
Administrative Information Systems 19 — 8 - 16 
— 14 — 
HDECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
Economics 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 
Finance 9 — 9 _ 10 — 10 — 
TOTALS 104 7 66 6 83 11 85 21 90 9 
See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
College of Education 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table Deg-8 
DEPARTMENT ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
AND 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
PROGRAM U G U G U G U G U G 
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION8 
Curriculum and Instruction — 2 — 5 — 16 — 8 — 10 
Agriculture Education — 3 — 4 — 3 — 6 — 4 
Education Media and Technology — 1 — 4 — 1 — 4 -- 7 
Elementary Education — 7 — 4 — 1 — : 5 — 0 
English Education — 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 
Home Economics Education — 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 
Industrial Education — 0 
Mathematics Education — 1 — 0 — 1 — 1 — 6 
Music Education — 0 — 0 — 2 — 0 — 0 
Reading Education — 8 — 9 — 10 — 1 3 '  — 6 
Science Education — 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 — 0 
Special Education — 11 — 10 — 10 — 5 — 10 
Interdisciplinary Studies 39 — 46 
-
53 — 51 — 55 — 
HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
Health 3 0 8 0 22 0 21 1 24 2 
Human Performance 8 — 12 _ 8 — 13 — 22 — 
Physical Education — 8 — 5 — 3 — 9 — 6 
SCHOOL SERVICES 
Counseling (Counseling Psychology) — 124 — 138 — 159 — 163 — 175 
Educ. Admin, and Instr. Supervision — 85 — • 95 — 111 9 — 110 — 141 
Psychology11 24 __ 18 __ 30 — 22 
TOTALS 74 250 84 |274 113 325 107 325 101 367 
See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
College of Engineering9 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table Deg-9 
DEPARTMENT ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
AND 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
PROGRAM U G U G U G U G U G 
GENERAL ENGINEERING* 
General Engineering* — 11 — 17 — 21 — 11 — 17 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Chemical Engineering 16 — 30 ... 19 — 23 — 15 
• 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Civil Engineering 11 — 11 13 — 16 — 8 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Computer Science 14 — 18 ~ 19 — 8 — 12 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Electrical Engineering 57 — 73 
: 52 ... 46 — 35 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Computer Aided Drafting and Design 2 
Computer Engineering Technology 17 — 9 5 —— 6 — 15 
Electrical Engineering Technology 6 i: —: 17 — 9 13 : __ 9 
Industrial Technology 10 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 6 — 0 — 0 1 — 0 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Mechanical Engineering 24 — 47 28 20 — 17 
HDART AND ARCHITECTURE3 
Advertising Art 6 — 2 — 15 I) ~ 
Architecture 8 — 16 WW 3' 5 
""INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION •BIB 
Industrial Education — 2 — 0 — 0 — 0 
""INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
Computer Aided Drafting and Design 1 — 1 — 2 1 — 
Industrial Technology 1 — 1 8 1 — 
TOTALS 167 13 225 17 175 21 135 11 123 17 
See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
School of Juvenile Justice & Psychology10 
1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table Peg-10 
DEPARTMENT ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
AND 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
PROGRAM U G U G U G U G U G 
JUVENILE JUSTICE AND PSYCHOLOGY10 
Criminal Justice 13 ~ 
Criminal Justice - Juvenile Justice 
1 tmrnmsm 
0 0 
Juvenile Forensic Psychology — 0 
Juvenile Justice — 0 
TOTALS 13 0 
See notes and references at the end of this section. 
Undergraduate and Graduate Degrees Awarded 
College of Nursing 





ACADEMIC YEAR AND LEVEL 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 





83 .rr r, 82 — 118 104 -- 73 
83 82 — 118 — 104 -- 73 
See notes and references at the end of this section. 
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Notes and References 
Agriculture and Human Sciences 
1 - Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology: Combined the Department of Agriculture and the 
Department of Human Sciences to form the Department of Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human 
Ecology, Summer 1999. 
HD Agriculture: Combined with the Department of Human Sciences to form the Department of 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology, Summer 1999. 
HD Human Sciences: Combined with the Department of Agriculture to form the Department of 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Human Ecology, Summer 1999. 
HD Sociology and Social Work: Department eliminated and programs moved to the Division of 
Social Work, Behavioral, and Political Science in the College of Arts and Sciences, Summer 1999. 
Architecture 
2 - Architecture: Moved the programs within the Division of Art and Architecture from the 
College of Engineering to form the School of Architecture, Fall 1998. 
3 - Art and Architecture: Moved the programs within the Division of Art and Architecture to form 
the Department of Art and Architecture within the School of Architecture, Fall 1998. 
Arts and Sciences 
4 - Languages and Communications: Combined the Department of Communications and the 
Department of English and Foreign Languages to form the Department of Languages and 
Communications, Summer 1999. 
5 - Social Work, Behavioral and Political Science: Combined the Department of Social and 
Political Science and the Department of Social Work and Sociology to form the Division of Social 
Work, Behavioral and Political Science, Summer 1999. Moved the Psychology program to the 
School of Juvenile Justice, Summer 2000. 
HD Communications: Department eliminated and programs moved to the Department of 
Languages and Communications, Summer 1999. 
HD English and Foreign Languages: Department eliminated and programs moved to the 
Department of Languages and Communications, Summer 1999. 
HD Social and Political Science: Psychology program moved from College of Education, Fall 1997. 
Department eliminated and programs moved to Division of Social Work, Behavioral and 
Political Science, Summer 1999. 
Business 
6 - Accounting, Finance, and Information Systems: Combined the Department of Accounting and 
Information Systems with the Finance program to form the Department of Accounting, Finance, 
and Information Systems, Summer 1999. 
7 - Management and Marketing: Added the Economics program, Summer 1999. 
HD Accounting and Information Systems: Department eliminated and programs of Accounting and 
Administrative Information Systems moved to the Department of Accounting, Finance, and 
Information Systems, Summer 1999. 
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HD Economics and Finance: Department eliminated and program of Economics added to the 
Department of Management and Marketing. Finance program added to the newly-formed 
Department of Accounting, Finance, and Information Systems, Summer 1999. 
Education 
8 - Curriculum and Instruction: Added the Vocational Education program to the Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction (moved from the Department of Industrial Education in the College 
of Engineering), Summer 1999. 
Engineering 
9 - Engineering: Renamed the College of Engineering, formerly the College of Engineering and 
Architecture; moved the Division of Art and Architecture (Architecture and Advertising Art 
programs) to form the School of Architecture, Fall 1998. 
HD Advertising Art: Moved the Division of Art and Architecture, combined with the Architecture 
program, to form the Department of Art and Architecture within the newly-formed School of 
Architecture, Fall 1998. 
HD Architecture: Moved the Division of Art and Architecture, combined with the Advertising Art 
program, to form the Department of Art and Architecture within the newly-formed School of 
Architecture, Fall 1998. 
HD Industrial Education: Eliminated the department, moved the Vocational Education program to 
the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the College of Education, and moved the 
Computer Aided Drafting and Design program to the Department of Engineering Technology, 
Summer 1999. 
HD Industrial Technology: Eliminated the department and moved the Industrial Technology 
program to the Department of Engineering Technology, Curriculum and Instruction in the 
College of Education, and moved the Computer Aided Drafting and Design program to the 
Department of Engineering Technology, Summer 1999. 
* General Engineering is the only master's level degree for the College of Engineering. Semester 
credit hours are generated by graduate students taking courses available in the various 
departments within the College of Engineering. 
Juvenile Justice and Psychology 
10 - Juvenile Justice and Psychology: School of Juvenile Justice formed, Fall 1999. Changed to 
Juvenile Justice and Psychology, Summer 2000. 
11 - Psychology: Moved the Psychology program from the College of Education to the College of 
Arts and Sciences, Summer 1999. Moved the Psychology program from the College of Arts and 
Sciences to the School of Juvenile Justice and Psychology, Spring 2000. 
University College 
12 - University College: Created, Summer 2000. 
13 - Developmental Studies: Created to oversee remedial courses in English, Mathematics, and 
Reading, Summer 2000. 
Notes: "—" Not Applicable 
"HD" Historical Department (no longer exists) 
Degree totals may vary from last year's Fact Book for certain colleges due to academic reorganization - the moving of programs 
within departments. 
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Total Faculty Headcount and Full-Time Equivalents 
Fall 1995 - Fall 2000 
Table/Chart Fac-1 
TOTAL HEADCOUNT/ FALL SEMESTERS 
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENTS 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Total Faculty Headcount 329 357 357 358 368 385 
Total Faculty FTE 248 277 270 273 286 302 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 










1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
• Headcount 329 357 357 358 368 385 
• FTE 248 277 270 273 286 302 
PVAMU Fact Book 1995-2000 
Total Faculty Headcount by Teaching Function Percentage 





1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Less Than 25% 44 13 14 4 14 4 30 8 18 5 20 5 
25% to 49% 30 9 32 9 52 15 54 15 37 10 37 10 
50% to 74% 24 7 50 14 56 16 71 20 58 16 67 17 
75% to 89% 30 9 54 15 25 7 37 10 20 5 31 8 
90% to 100% 201 61 207 58 210 59 166 46 235 64 230 60 
TOTALS 329 357 357 358 368 385 
Note: Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Teaching function Percentage is defined as the percentage of time that a particular faculty member is assigned to teaching 
organized classes. For example, if a faculty member is assigned to teaching 20% of the time during a particular semester, 
he/she would be counted as afacidty member teaching less than 25%. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
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Total Faculty Headcount by Tenure Status 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Tenured 109 33 115 32 119 33 117 33 112 30 108 28 
On Tenure Track 55 17 52 15 48 13 46 13 60 16 69 18 
Non-Tenured 165 50 190 53 190 53 195 54 196 53 208 54 
TOTALS 329 357 357 358 368 385 
Note: Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 







• Tenured H On Tenure Track @ Non-Tenured 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
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Total Faculty Headcount by Gender 


























329 357 357 358 368 385 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
I Male • Female 
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Total Faculty Headcount by Ethnicity 
Fall 1995 - Fall 2000 
Table/Chart Fac-5 
ETHNICITY FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Black/Non-Hispanic 224 68 239 67 246 69 256 72 256 70 255 66 
White/Non-Hispanic 49 15 60 17 55 15 47 13 55 15 68 18 
Hispanic 6 2 8 2 7 2 8 2 9 2 10 3 
Asian or Pacific Islander 45 14 47 13 46 13 44 12 39 11 43 11 
Am. Indian or Alaskan Native 1 * 0 * 0 * 1 * 0 * 3 * 
International 4 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 9 2 6 2 
TOTALS 329 357 357 358 368 385 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
Black/ Non-Hispanic 
68% 
Asian or Pacific 
Islander 
14% 












Asian or Pacific 
Islander 
11% 





Black/ N on-Hispanic 
66% 
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Total Faculty Headcount by Rank 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Professor 41 12 50 14 52 15 49 14 53 14 55 14 
Associate Professor 70 21 67 19 67 19 72 20 70 19 69 18 
Assistant Professor 55 17 49 14 45 13 40 11 47 13 49 13 
Instructor 124 38 3 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 4 1 
Teaching Assistant 2 1 3 1 7 2 3 1 2 1 1 * 
Other 37 11 185 52 183 51 192 54 194 53 207 54 
TOTALS 329 357 357 358 368 385 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Note: In 1996, the Coordinating Board changed the definitions of the top four ranks to include only tenured or tenure-track faculty. 
The category " Other" was modified in 1996 to include faculty without tenure and not on tenure track including but not limited to adjunct, 
special, visiting, emeritus, and lecturer at PVAMU. "Other" also includes faculty with tenure or on tenure track from another institution. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
250r1 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
• Professor d Associate Professor • Assistant Professor B All Other Ranks 
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Tenured Faculty Headcount by Gender 
Fall 1995-Fall 2000 
Table/Chart Fac-7 
GENDER FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Male 77 71 81 70 83 70 81 69 79 71 78 72 
Female 32 29 34 30 36 30 36 31 33 29 30 28 
TOTALS 109 115 119 117 112 108 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
• Male • Female 
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Tenured Faculty Headcount by Ethnicity 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Black / Non-Hispanic 82 75 89 77 90 76 89 76 83 74 80 74 
White/Non-Hispanic 11 10 9 8 11 9 9 8 11 10 11 10 
Hispanic 0 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Asian or Pacific Islander 16 15 16 14 17 14 18 15 17 15 16 15 
Am. Indian or Alaskan Native 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 
International 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 
TOTALS 109 115 119 117 112 108 
* Denotes less titan one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
Fall 1995 







Fall 2000 Asian or Pacific 
Islander 
15% 
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Tenured Faculty Headcount by Rank 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Professor 40 37 50 43 51 43 49 42 53 47 53 49 
Associate Professor 57 52 56 49 56 47 60 51 53 47 51 47 
Assistant Professor 11 10 8 7 12 10 7 6 6 5 4 4 
Instructor 0 * 1 2 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 
Other: Lecturer 0 * 0 * 0 * 1 1 0 * 0 * 
Special Faculty 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 
Adjunct Faculty 1 1 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 
TOTALS 109 115 119 117 112 108 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
"Other" faculty includes faculty without tenure including, but not limited to, adjunct, special, visiting, emeritus, and lecturer at PVAMU. 
"Other" also includes faculty with tenure or on tenure track from another institution. 
Source: Texas Higlter Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
• Professor 11 Associate Professor 0 Assistant Professor 
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Total Full-Time Faculty Equivalents by Level 


























248 277 270 272 286 302 
Note: The full-time equivalency of a faculty member is determined by the amount of time the faculty member is assigned to teaching organized 
courses (e.g., a faculty member assigned 3 00% time to teaching would represent one full-time position while a faculty member assigned 
25% time to teaching and 75% of the time to research would represent .25 or 1/4 of a full-time faculty position). 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MIS Database 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
• Undergraduate • Graduate 
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Average Nine-Month Faculty Salaries By Rank 




1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 
Professor $ 46,415 $ 50,273 $ 51,131 $ 51,920 $ 53,540 $ 56,125 
Associate Professor 43,990 42,920 43,549 45,149 45,463 46,985 
Assistant Professor 36,714 38,225 38,235 38,873 40,070 42,516 
Instructor 29,696 27,690 29,618 33,286 33,286 35,144 
Other Faculty 37,116 30,263 30,631 31,047 30,620 32,573 
Weighted Average 36,592 36,887 36,219 37,764 37,823 40,235 
Teaching Assistant $ 13,542 $ 14,983 $ 26,842 $ 33,098 $ 24,749 $ 16,800 
Note: The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board includes Administrators' and Deans' salaries in the averages. 
Teaching Assistant salaries are excluded from the weighted average. 








1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 
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Prairie View A&M University in Comparison to 
Texas A&M University System Institutions' 
Average Nine-Month Faculty Salaries by Rank 




Professor Assoc. Professor Asst. Professor Instructor 
Prairie View A&M University $ 56,125 $ 46,985 $ 42,516 $ 35,144 
Tarleton State University 58,872 49,224 42,898 36,080 
Texas A&M - International 72,248 53,953 46,381 — 
Texas A&M University 84,910 60,794 53,730 — 
Texas A&M - Commerce 62,394 49,456 47,278 48,774 
Texas A&M - Corpus Christi 60,211 52,675 43,959 — 
Texas A&M - Kingsville 57,324 48,150 41,631 51,346 
Texas A&M - Texarkana 61,564 58,553 44,450 — 
West Texas A&M University 57,649 47,104 41,139 — 












• Professor • Associate Professor H Assistant Professor I Instructor 
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Current Funds Revenues and Transfers 
Fiscal Year 1999-2000 
Chart Fis-1 
Other Sources 














(N = $ 97,372,533) 
Note: Fiscal Year begins on September 1,1999 and ends on August 31, 2000. 
Current funds are the operating funds of the institution, normally to be expended in one fiscal year for 
teaching, research and service activities. Current funds generally include restricted and unrestricted 
funds, with the unrestricted funds carrying special importance for flexibility in reallocations. 
Source: IPEDS Report - Fiscal Year 1999-2000 
* Includes AUF transferred from the Texas A&M University System 
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Total Projected Revenues 






(N = $ 96,666,791) 
Note: Fiscal Year begins on September 1, 2000 and ends on August 31, 2001. 
Source: Prairie View A&M University Budget - Fiscal Year 2000-2001 
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Current Funds Expenditures and Transfers 
Fiscal Year 1999-2000 
Chart Fis-3 
Auxiliary Enterprises 



















(N = $ 97,338,866) 
Note: Fiscal Year begins on September 1, 1999 and ends on August 31, 2000. 
Current funds are the operating funds of the institution, normally to be expended in one fiscal year for 
teaching, research and service activities. Current funds generally include restricted and unrestricted 
funds, with the unrestricted funds carrying special importance for flexibility in reallocations. 
Source: IPEDS Report - Fiscal Year 1999-2000 
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Total Projected Expenditures 


























Note: Fiscal Year begins on September 1, 2000 and ends on August 31, 2001. 
Source: Prairie View A&M University Budget - Fiscal Year 2000-2001 
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Total Endowment Funds 




1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
Students $ 7,030,382 $ 7,505,587 $ 7,696,014 $ 9,108,926 $ 10,367,245 
Professorships $ 2,839,995 $ 2,789,995 $ 2,789,995 $ 2,989,994 $ 3,989,994 
Library $ 822,632 $ 847,632 $ 872,632 $ 2,439,527 $ 2,520,179 
General $ 1,339,527 $ 1,975,357 $ 3,966,762 $ 6,031,838 $ 10,231,163 
TOTALS $ 12,032,536 $ 13,118,571 $ 15,325,403 $ 20,570,285 $ 27,108,581 
Note: Fiscal Years begin on September 1st and end on August 31st. 







$ 0  
9 Students •Professorships 9 Library B General •Total 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
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Funded Research Expenditures 













Note: Fiscal Years begin on September 1st and end on August 31st. 
Source: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - Survey of Research Expenditures 
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Total Full-Time Employees by Occupational Activity 




























































Note: Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Sources: 1996-2000 data taken from Prairie View A&M University System Executive Management Reports. 
The System Executive Management Report in its current form did not exist in 1995. 
1995 data provided by the Prairie View A&M University Human Resources Department. 
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Total Full-Time Employees by Gender 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Male 284 45 309 45 303 45 307 46 308 46 308 45 
Female 350 55 372 55 369 55 363 54 366 54 383 55 
TOTALS 634 681 672 670 674 691 
Note: Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Sources: 1996-2000 data taken front Prairie View A&M University System Executive Management Reports. 
The System Executive Management Report in its current form did not exist in 1995. 










1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
• Male • Female 
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Total Full-Time Employees by Ethnicity 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Black / Non-Hispanic 532 84 556 82 554 82 554 83 551 82 558 81 
White / N on-Hispanic 67 11 71 10 70 10 66 10 68 10 74 11 
Hispanic 16 3 20 3 16 2 18 3 21 3 26 4 
Asian or Pacific Islander 11 2 18 3 19 3 19 3 22 3 21 3 
Am. Indian or Alaskan Native 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 
International 8 1 16 2 13 2 13 2 12 2 12 2 
TOTALS 634 681 672 670 674 691 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Sources: 1996-2000 data taken from Prairie View A&M University System Executive Management Reports. 
The System Executive Management Report in its current form did not exist in 1995. 
1995 data provided by the Prairie View A&M University Human Resources Department. 
Black 
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Students Receiving Financial Aid by Level 
Fall 1995 - Fall 2000 
Table/Chart Fin-1 
LEVEL FALL SEMESTERS 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Undergraduate 3,975 95 4,178 94 4,109 93 4,738 83 4,701 85 4,714 84 
Graduate 203 5 251 6 310 7 975 17 822 15 906 16 
TOTALS 4,178 4,429 4,419 5,713 5,523 5,620 
Note: Financial Aid includes university, state, federal, and private funding sources. 
Source: Prairie View A&M University - Student Financial Services 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
D Undergraduate • Graduate 
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Students Receiving Financial Aid by Residency 








Total Receiving Aid 
Total Enrollment 











































Note: Financial Aid includes university, state, federal, and private funding sources. 
Percentages shown are rounded. Percent columns may not total 100%. 
The increase in the number of students receiving aid in Fall 1998 is attributed to increased availability of state and federal grant money. 
Source: Prairie View A&M University - Student Financial Services 
6,000f 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
• In-State • Out-of-State • International 
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Financial Aid by Type of Aid 





1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Grants $ 6,820,111 59 $7,149,011 60 $8,114,830 60 $11,987,038 69 $12,243,023 68 $12,482,079 59 
Scholarships 2,411,955 21 2,595,044 22 3,009,210 22 3,221,496 18 3,469,989 19 5,434,558 26 
Waivers 921,500 8 884,640 7 948,500 7 752,849 4 785,210 4 1,636,310 8 
Work Studies 1,310,600 11 1,316,131 11 1,379,555 10 1,505,646 9 1,448,004 8 1,447,677 7 
TOTALS $ 11,464,166 $ 11,944,826 $ 13,452,095 $ 17,467,029 $ 17,946,226 $21,000,624 
Note: Percentages shown are rounded. Percent columns may not total 100%. 
Financial Aid includes university, state, federal, and private funding sources. 
Academic Years begin on September 1st and end on August 31st. 
Source: Prairie ViewA&M University - Student Financial Services 
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Financial Aid Borrower Indebtedness by Debt Range 














Prairie View A&M University 1,925 620 712 220 373 
Source: Prairie View A&M University - Student Financial Services 
$20,000 to 29,999 
$1 to 9,999 
32% 
Financial Aid Borrower Indebtedness by Total and Average Debt 
Academic Year 2000-2001 
Table Fin-5 
INSTITUTION Total # of 
Borrowers Total Debt 
Average Debt 
Per Borrower 
Prairie View A&M University 1,925 $ 18,010,525 $ 9,356 
Source: Prairie View A&M University - Student Financial Services 
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Total Headcount of Students Living On and Off Campus 


























5,999 6,167 6,004 5,995 6,273 6,609 
Source: Prairie View A&M University, Department of Student Housing and Residential Services. 
• On Campus • Off Campus 
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Total Headcount of Students Living On Campus by Gender 


























2,825 3,106 3,048 3,282 2,935 3,314 
Source: Prairie View A&M University, Department of Student Housing and Residential Services. 
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Total Headcount of Students Living On Campus by Location 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Alexander Flail 319 11 173 6 Closed Closed Closed Demolished 
Banks Hall 431 15 415 13 287 9 426 13 400 14 235 7 
Buchanan Hall 33 1 27 1 Closed Closed Closed Demolished 
Collins Hall 140 5 8 * Closed Closed Closed Closed 
Drew Hall 661 23 694 22 670 22 662 20 514 18 Closed 
Fuller Hall 412 15 429 14 419 14 249 8 182 6 Closed 
Holley Hall 601 21 630 20 272 9 Closed Closed Demolished 
L.O. Evans Hall 70 2 59 2 83 3 83 3 90 3 Closed 
Suarez Hall 158 6 Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed 
University College 1,226 37 
University Village 671 22 1,317 43 1,862 57 1,749 60 1,853 56 
TOTALS 2,825 3,106 3,048 3,282 2,935 3,314 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
Source: Prairie View A&M University, Department of Student Housing and Residential Services. 
Fall 2000 
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Capacity and Occupancy Rate of University Housing 




1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
(N) (N) (N) (N) (N) (N) 
Capacity 3,160 3,505 3,420 3,387 3,365 3,369 
Occupancy 2,825 3,106 3,091 3,282 2,935 3,314 
OCCUPANCY RATES 89.40% 88.62% 90.38% 96.90% 87.22% 98.37% 
Source: Prairie View A&M University, Department of Student Housing and Residential Services. 
Note: Capacity represents the total number of beds available for students. Occupancy shows the number of beds being used by students. 
For example, a dorm room with three beds but only two students has the occupancy rate of 67%. 
• Occupancy M Capacity 
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Total Library Holdings 




1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
(N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) (N) (%) 
Books and Periodicals 
Monographic Titles 301,527 37 305,628 36 309,727 34 310,481 33 314,788 32 
Government Documents 9,436 1 11,190 1 14,836 2 18,882 2 22,375 2 
Subscriptions 
Number of Issues Received 10,508 1 7,806 1 8,719 1 8,273 1 9,379 1 
Non-Print Materials 
Microforms 493,595 60 524,911 61 567,163 62 595,730 63 618,663 63 
Manuscripts and Archives 3,041 * 3,041 * 3,041 * 3,041 * 3,041 * 
Cartographic Materials 6 * 6 * 6 * 6 * 6 * 
Graphic Materials 2,083 * 2,083 * 2,086 * 2,086 * 2,086 * 
Audio Materials 952 * 955 * 960 * 961 * 961 * 
Films and Videos 2,303 * 2,341 * 2,376 * 2,387 * 2,407 * 
Machine-Readable Materials 633 * 639 * 2,687 * 2,689 * 2,694 * 
TOTALS 824,084 858,600 911,601 944,536 976,400 
* Denotes less than one percent. Percent columns show rounded figures and may not total 100%. 
"Books and Periodicals" includes books, serial backfiles, and government documents that are cataloged. 
"Subscriptions" includes current periodicals, newspapers, and government documents issued in successive parts usually at regular intervals. 
"Non-Print Materials" includes materials that require magnification, materials that require a computer, typed materials, or handwritten materials. 









• Printed Materials • Non-Print Materials 
/ 
— re— — — •acta ,i 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
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Library Services 




1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
(N) % (N) % (N) % (N) % (N) % 
Circulation Transactions 
General Collection 40,297 87 40,759 87 25,027 91 17,062 88 11,608 77 
Reserve Collection 5,857 13 6,212 13 2,508 9 2,242 12 3,489 23 
TOTALS 46,154 46,971 27,535 19,304 15,097 
Interlibrary Loans 
To Other Libraries 935 72 732 68 706 65 858 72 836 74 
From Other Libraries 366 28 352 32 382 35 332 28 298 26 
TOTALS 1,301 1,084 1,088 1,190 1,134 
Information Services To Groups 
Presentations 99 103 89 90 74 
People Served 2,836 2,677 2,204 1,894 907 
"Presentations" is the number of presentations held in the Library. 
"People Served" is the number of people who attended presentations held in the Library. 
Source: Prairie View A&M University, John B. Coleman Library. 
Interlibrary Loans 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
H To Other Libraries •From Other Libraries 
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Annual Library Services 
Fiscal Years 1995-1996 through 1999-2000 
Table/Chart Lib-3 
SERVICES FISCAL YEARS 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
(N) (N) (N) (N) (N) 
Public Service Hours 89 89 89 89 89 
Gate Count 243,927 230,399 206,992 208,784 201,913 
Reference Transactions 18,870 16,277 23,887 26,834 15,920 
"Public Service Honrs" is the number of hours per week that the Library is open. 
"Gate Count" is the number of people physically entering the Library. Individuals can be counted more than once. 
Source: Prairie View A&M University; John B. Coleman Library. 
Gate Count 
243,927 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
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Total Library Operating Expenditures 




1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
(N) (N) (N) (N) (N) 
Salaries and Wages $ 574,960 $ 566,511 $ 527,166 $ 534,101 $ 531,974 
Collections 92,079 40,336 43,259 56,028 193,604 
Current Serials 73,403 73,358 84,581 88,997 88,987 
Microforms 49,560 58,309 53,231 43,190 65,298 
Audiovisual Materials 789 2,695 661 843 1,412 
Machine-Readable Materials 17,566 19,127 42,317 29,304 104,260 
Document Delivery and Interlibrary Loans 2,930 2,640 2,753 2,800 2,142 
Staff Development 0 0 0 17,671 15,472 
Preservation and Bindery 0 0 0 12,308 1,277 
Furniture and Equipment 27,543 24,367 141,219 50,273 24,614 
Contracted Computer Services 121,234 120,474 126,079 146,919 135,454 
Carpet Replacement 10,500 0 
All Other Operating Expenses 45,823 40,890 46,638 46,135 105,104 
TOTALS $ 1,005,887 $ 948,707 $ 1,067,904 $ 1,039,069 $ 1,269,598 
"Salaries/Wages" includes librarians, professional staff, student assistants, and all other paid staff. Excludes fringe benefits. 
"Collections" includes books, serial backfiles, and other printed materials. Excludes current serials. 
"Current Serials" excludes microforms, audiovisual, and machine-readable materials. 
"Furniture/Equipment" includes computer equipment. 
Source: John B. Coleman Library, Prairie View A&M University 
1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 
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Space Analysis And Utilization Rates 




Total Square Footage Utilization Rates 
Gross Assignable E & G  Classroom Class Lab 
Prairie View A&M University 2,092,280 1,289,806 738,870 37.1 18.3 
Tarleton State University 1,404,171 953,159 688,335 39.5 34.8 
Texas A&M International University 391,286 223,414 206,540 32.2 18.0 
Texas A&M University 19,014,130 11,074,977 4,599,516 38.8 21.8 
Texas A&M University - Commerce 2,307,668 1,504,993 845,545 20.5 14.6 
Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 1,022,482 602,480 465,819 34.7 23.8 
Texas A&M University - Galveston 438,735 303,608 186,582 48.7 29.0 
Texas A&M University - Kingsville 1,815,239 1,237,316 786,997 29.5 16.2 
Texas A&M University - Texarkana 74,601 51,171 50,125 27.9 12.2 
West Texas A&M University 2,162,957 1,370,573 754,555 29.9 19.9 
Note: Utilization rates are based on average hours of use per week. 
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board standard for classroom usage is 38 hours per week. 
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board standard for class lab usage is 25 hours per week. 
Sources: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - Summary of Campus Master Plans for FY 2001 to FY 2005 (Overview of Facilities) 












9 Gross • Assignable • E & G 
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Deferred Maintenance And Replacement Values 



















a % of 
Repl. Value 
Prairie View A&M University $ 0 $ 47,612,732 $ 47,612,732 0.00% $ 125,383,980 37.97% 
Tarleton State University 100,000 1,472,386 1,572,386 6.36% 79,930,938 1.97% 
Texas A&M International University - - — — 49,145,044 — 
Texas A&M University 3,713,124 25,000,000 28,713,124 12.93% 1,116,485,171 2.57% 
Texas A&M University - Commerce 838,000 4,226,800 5,064,800 16.55% 110,591,065 4.58% 
Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 0 5,495,000 5,495,000 0.00% 71,778,003 7.66% 
Texas A&M University - Galveston 1,698,672 1,238,634 2,937,306 57.83% 50,930,119 5.77% 
Texas A&M University - Kingsville 0 2,502,000 2^02,000 0.00% 100,530,517 2.49% 
Texas A&M University - Texarkana — — — - 5,510,074 — 
West Texas A&M University 0 10,410,334 10,410,334 0.00% 113,182,985 9.20% 
Accumulated Deferred Maintenance (ADM): Projects from prior years and the current year that were not included in the maintenance 
program because of perceived lower priority status than those funded within the budget. Deferred maintenance applied only to existing or 
imminent maintenance-related deficiencies that need to be corrected or scheduled preventative maintenance tasks that were not performed. 
Critical Deferred Maintenance (CDM): Deferred maintenance that places facilities, occupants, or mission at risk. 
Sources: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MP2 Summary; Texas A&M University's MP2 (Deferred Maintenance Data) 
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - "Summary of Campus Master Plans for FY 2001 to FY 2005" (Replacement Values) 
Replacement Values 
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Projected Campus Master Plan Expenditures (MP1) 
Texas A&M University System 













Prairie View A&M University $ 0 $ 29,220,640 $ 0 $ 0 $ 202,028,567 $ 231,249,207 
Tarleton State University 22,000,000 0 3,397,450 22,803,800 38,517,590 86,718,840 
Texas A&M International University 0 0 0 0 57,000,000 57,000,000 
Texas A&M University 4,000,000 106,511,195 15,100,000 51,030,000 444,597,410 621,238,605 
Texas A&M University - Commerce 0 0 0 49,700,000 12,000,000 61,700,000 
Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 4,000,000 16,000,000 500,000 0 107,000,000 127,500,000 
Texas A&M University - Galveston 41,420,000 0 0 11,617,834 116,040,000 169,077,834 
Texas A&M University - Kingsville 4,000,000 2,500,000 0 24,030,000 43,023,000 73,553,000 
Texas A&M University - Texarkana 0 0 1,000,000 0 20,000,000 21,000,000 
West Texas A&M University 0 5,955,000 240,000 6,500,000 49,650,000 62,345,000 
Master Plan (MP1): Used to report planned expenditures for new construction projects (including additions) in excess of$l million; 
repair and renovation projects in excess of $2 million, property acquisitions, and leased space for the next five fiscal years 
Sources: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - Summary of Campus Master Plans for FY 2001 to FY 2005; Texas A&M University's MP1 
Total Projected Expenditures 
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Deferred Maintenance Assessment (MP2) 










Demolition Total Needs 
Prairie View A&M University $ 0 $ 47,612,732 $ 9,507,340 $ 57,120,072 
Tarleton State University 100,000 1,472,386 13,625,340 15,197,726 
Texas A&M International University ... ... — ... 
Texas A&M University 3,713,124 25,000,000 0 28,713,124 
Texas A&M University - Commerce 838,000 4,226,800 1,105,500 6,170,300 
Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 0 5,495,000 200,000 5,695,000 
Texas A&M University - Galveston 1,698,672 1,238,634 0 2,937,306 
Texas A&M University - Kingsville 0 2,502,000 0 2,502,000 
Texas A&M University - Texarkana ... ... — 
West Texas A&M University 0 10,410,334 0 10,410,334 
Master Plan (MP2): Report of all deferred maintenance needs ($10,000 and higher) as of the date of the report. 
Sources: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MP2 Summary; Texas A&M University's MP2 
Total Needs 
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Five-Year Plan to Address Deferred Maintenance (MP3) 
Texas A&M University System 
Fiscal Year 2001 - Fiscal Year 2005 
Table/Chart Spa-5 
INSTITUTION FY 2001 FY 2002 FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 5-Year 
Total 
Prairie View A&M University $ 5,401,125 $ 13,397,640 $ 6,045,000 $ 5,166,500 $ 44,915,407 $ 74,925,672 
Tarleton State University 400,000 310,000 340,000 312,386 320,000 1,682,386 
Texas A&M International University — - - — — — 
Texas A&M University 4,239,051 5,225,627 8,248,446 6,000,000 5,000,000 28,713,124 
Texas A&M University - Commerce 511,500 2,244,000 1,247,000 413,200 1,454,600 5,870,300 
Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 1,400,000 1,995,000 1,760,000 25,000 315,000 5,495,000 
Texas A&M University - Galveston 422,069 724,382 641,543 716,761 712,482 3,217,237 
Texas A&M University - Kingsville 513,000 501,000 507,000 505,000 500,000 2,526,000 
Texas A&M University - Texarkana — - — — — — 
West Texas A&M University 2,602,834 3,147,500 1,110,000 1,475,000 2,075,000 10,410,334 
Master Plan (MPS): Report of projects planned over the next five years to address accumulated deferred maintenance. 
Provides a schedule for addressing projects identified in the MP2. 
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Deferred Maintenance Expenditures (MP4) 
Texas A&M University System 









Demolition Total Expenditures 
Prairie View A&M University $ 0 $ 3,563,167 $ 0 $ 3,563,167 
Tarleton State University 60,000 200,000 50,000 310,000 
Texas A&M International University ... — ... ... 
Texas A&M University 1,304,686 6,751,075 0 8,055,761 
Texas A&M University - Commerce 10,555 932,698 0 943,253 
Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi — 342,094 0 342,094 
Texas A&M University - Galveston 2,381,939 1,174,505 0 3,556,444 
Texas A&M University - Kingsville 0 475,096 0 475,096 
Texas A&M University - Texarkana — ... — — 
West Texas A&M University 0 2,287,948 0 2,287,948 
Master Plan (MP4): Report of actual expenditures on accumulated deferred maintenance projects that occurred during the previous fiscal year. 
Sources: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board - MP4 Summary; Texas A&M University's MP4 
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